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  1970s and 1980s : painstaking raster scans 
revealed embedded sources and clusters.  

  1980s and 1990s : Myers and collaborators 
(many students and postdocs) determined the 
physical properties of low-mass cores and 
their stellar content, relating the two.  

  1990s and 2000s : these studies were 
extended to the cluster scales, then cloud 
scales, and now Galactic spiral-arm scales. 

Clusters Y2K 



Early imaging of  
embedded clusters 

ρ Oph 1973 



More and more molecules! 

What was  
Phil doing (in`73)? 



ρ Oph cluster 10 years later… 

1983 



SEDs of IRAS Sources  
and their correspondence with dense cores 

IRAS 



SEDs of IRAS Sources  
and their correspondence with dense cores 



Evolution and Spatial distribution of YSO        
in Taurus-Auriga 

1993 



Lada et al. 1991 

Orion then and now 

Megeath et al. 2009 



Mapping the YSO in a nearby cloud 



Evolution of young clusters 

1995 



IRAS + near-IR  

Evans et al. 2009 c2d 

1997 

Comparison of clusters 



 HST/NICMOS imaging  
of ρ Oph cluster 



Young Stellar Clusters w/in 1 kpc 



For 14 cloud complexes within 1 kpc, the fraction  
of young stars in clusters as a function of cluster size.  

(3363) 

(10) 



Thanks, Phil 



Some questions….. 
Clusters as distinct objects versus nested clustering 
extending from complex scales down to ~0.1 pc sub-
groupings.

Brainstorm: how many different ways can we explain the 
observed surface density of YSOs versus gas trend?



Surface Density Maps of Young Clusters (Gutermuth) 

Red: > 100 pc-2    Blue: 10 pc-2 -100 pc-2    Green: 1 pc-2 - 10 pc-2 



•  Protostar-dominated cluster 

•  Follows dark filament 

•  High density (480 YSOs / sq. deg.) 

==> Likely probing primordial  
       cluster structure. 

.   

(Gutermuth et al. 2008) 

Cluster structure: not spherical 

Discovered in Gould Belt Legacy Survey 


